Tried & Tested
In 2020 Nova was recognized with a Health Value Award in the TPA category based on the success
in managing trends and improving health plan performance. This award comes after being identified as a
finalist in this category in 2019. In order to qualify, applicants must participate in an independent peer review
conducted by Validation Institute’s distinguished team of data scientists. This team reviews submitted data
(case studies, population data, etc.) to ensure finalists are delivering on promised results to their users and clients.
Approval and recognition by Validation Institute is not only an honor, but a reliable mark of high-quality health
care solutions recognized by professionals industry-wide.

In 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 Nova applied to be recognized as one of the “Best Companies to
Work for in New York”. The Best Companies to Work For program is designed to recognize outstanding
places of employment throughout the state. Nova has received this distinction five years in a row.

Nova’s case management (CM) services are performed
in-house. Nova is URAC accredited for Health Utilization
Management and Case Management. URAC is the
independent leader in promoting healthcare quality
through accreditation, certification and measurement.
By achieving this status, Nova has demonstrated a
comprehensive commitment to quality care, improved
processes and better patient outcomes.

Nova’s clinical protocols drive measurable
improvements that help to mitigate yearafter-year trend. This is supported by client
case studies, provided by unbiased third-party
consultants, whose results demonstrate our
ability to positively impact trend. Additionally,
Nova was awarded the Certificate of Validation
by Care Innovations™ Validation Institute, whose
goal is to evaluate organizations performing
population health management. This nationallyrecognized certificate is only awarded to
organizations that compete on the basis of
integrity and proven performance. This confirms
Nova adheres to the highest standards of validity.

Nova is the recipient of the 2018 Fierce
Innovation Award: Healthcare Edition for
Population Health Management/Patient
Engagement Solutions. This award recognizes
companies demonstrating innovative solutions
that have the greatest potential to save money,
engage patients, or revolutionize the industry.
Separately we were awarded Best In Show
– Fiercest Engagement Solution, Health Plan
Performance Management. This recognition
is not achieved through application but as a
selection by the judges in one of three Best In
Show categories.
What’s the scoop: Population health
management is not one-size-fits all. Health Plan
Performance Management from Nova Healthcare
Administrators is providing a customized approach
to address the financial and benefit needs of their
clients and their health plan participants.
At its core, this is a way to address escalating
health care costs and deploy an approach that’s
tailored to our clients’ population rather than with
a broad brush.

In 2019, 2020, and 2021, Modern Healthcare
recognized Nova as one of the Best Places
to Work in the health care space. This award
program identifies and recognizes outstanding
employers in the healthcare industry
nationwide. Modern Healthcare partners with
the Best Companies Group on the assessment
process, which includes an extensive employee
survey.
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What makes it Fierce: According to Farrell,
Nova serves as an extension of its clients’ HR
department to ensure its solution will fit the needs
of the unique population. “We learn everything
we can about our clients,” said Farrell. Everything
from demographics, culture and geography
to how associates consume information, and
employee shifts and schedules, Nova takes in
all this information to create a sustainable health
benefits program that helps the client and its plan
participants accomplish their goals.
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